
Specifications:Specifications:Specifications:Specifications:    
Processing Speed: 

∗ Up to 600 trays/hour 
 

Air Requirements: 

∗ 7 CFM @ 85 PSI 
 
Electrical Requirements: 

∗ 230V, 21Amps, 3 Phase 
 

Features: Features: Features: Features:   
∗ Integrated vacuum pump. 

∗ Fast and easy drum changes 
without tools. 

∗ Sow 1-99 seeds per cell with one 
pass 

∗ Seed hopper vibrates and moves 
back and forth across the drum 
surface to insure a loose,         
consistent supply of seed, and to 
achieve seed singulation, aided 
by a double nozzle air jet      
blow-off bar.  

∗ Direct sow into pots 
 

Options:  
∗ Drums for difficult seeds. 

∗ Dibbles  

∗ Tray height adjustment for            
1” to 7 3/4”  

OFFERING SYSTEMS FOR: 

••••    Transplanting 

••••    Soil mixing and distribution 

••••    Plug tray fillers 

••••    Integrated seeding lines 

••••    Dispensers and fillers for flats and pots 

••••    Plug grading and consolidation 

••••    Planting lines for cuttings 

••••    Watering booms 

••••    Stationary / movable conveyors 

••••    Custom automation 

••••    Labeling equipment 

••••    Rolling bench growing systems 

••••    Rolling bench automation 

••••    Vision grading and shipping systems 

••••    24 hr. technical assistance 

••••    Installation & service 
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The Zeta electronic drum seeder is a highly flexible, easy to use seeding machine, that is available as a stand-alone unit, or as 

part of a complete seeding line. The seeding drum is electronically controlled instead of mechanically driven, enabling it to 

sow a wide range of seeds in either single or multiple quantities per cell, with high accuracy. Customized seeding drums can 

be ordered that provide for a virtually infinite number of seeding patterns. Depending on the tray cell count and seed type, it 

can sow up to 600 trays per hour, when sowing one seed per cell. The Zeta seeder also allows for easy changeover of tray and 

seed types, as the seeding and dibbler drums can be quickly changed out without the use of any tools. The user friendly     

control panel with keypad and view screen provides for easy setup and adjustment, and enables the operator to                   

enter and store up to 99 different seeding programs. 

Zeta 65 Drum Seeder 

See Product Video 

Batch Mixing Machines

Our batch mixers are designed for uniform blending of a wide variety of materials such as 
peat, bark, soil, sand, chemicals and fertilizers.  The ribbon blender channels material from 
the hopper sides through the center resulting in quick, even blending and easy material 
removal through the center discharge hatch, and then on to the attached discharge incline 
conveyor.

1. Wheels to assist with manual transport
2. Electronic load cell weighing system
3. Extended soil discharge belt

Options

Spiral ribbon blender with two stainless 
steel spirals for thorough mixing and 
exceptional durability

Includes watering bar with either 
automatic or manual operation

Sliding door with safety interlock switch to 
prevent opening during mixing

Soil discharge can be operated manually 
or regulated automatically with level sensors

Includes fork pocket for moving mixer 
within the facility

Both mixing machines come equipped with 
a discharge incline conveyor

Features

Electrical Requirements:
MC1120 available as 220VAC, 
**Single or 3 Phase
MC2120 available as 220VAC, 
**3 Phase only

Machine Weight:
MC1120: 1,718 lbs     MC2120: 2,139 lbs

Sliding Door Dimensions:
MC1120 – 19.5″ deep x 78.5″ wide
MC2120 – 23.5″ deep x 98.5″ wide

Specifications

MIXING CAPACITIES:

    Standard MC1120 — 1.2 yards
    Standard MC2120 — 2.5 yards

Simply put, the Nursery Potter was designed to make never-ending potting machine maintenance obsolete! We’ve 
eliminated all chains and sprockets!  This “all-belt-conveyor” potter is designed for highly efficient potting 
providing unmatched reliability, year after year. With heavy-duty motors and gearboxes, the potter has the power 
and torque to handle virtually any soil mix. Its two-cubic-yard galvanized steel hopper provides for longer life and 
less maintenance. And it’s all belt operation guarantees potting production won’t be hindered by difficult soil that 
tends to rapidly deteriorate chains and augers. It’s offered in two sizes, standard with a 20.5’ foot long potting 
conveyor, or XL size, with an extended 25’ foot long potting conveyor. It can be ordered in either left or right hand 
operating configuration, and with an optional drill/dibbler unit. Features like sealed bearings, self-tracking belts, 
heavy-duty galvanized and powder coated steel construction, help to provide a machine that is both durable and 
easy to maintain.

The Nursery Potter

230V, 3 Phase power operation

Fills from 3 to 25 gallon pots

Powered belt pot transfer for 
excess soil return

Variable speed 2 cubic yard 
galvanized hopper

Variable speed 20.5’ foot long 
potting conveyor

Easily adjustable in and out 
potting conveyor side wall 
guides

25.5’ foot long potting conveyor

Optional heavy-duty 
drill/dibbler unit

Single Phase power operation

OPTIONAL ITEMS

STANDARD FEATURESSTANDARD FEATURES

Fills from 3 to 25 gallon pots

Powered belt pot transfer for 
excess soil return

Variable speed 2 cubic yard 
galvanized hopper

Variable speed 20.5’ foot long 
potting conveyor

Easily adjustable in and out 
potting conveyor side wall guides

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS

230V, 3 Phase power operation

OPTIONAL ITEMS

25.5’ foot long potting conveyor

Optional heavy-duty drill/dibbler unit

Single Phase power operation

Simply put, the Nursery Potter was designed to make never-ending potting machine maintenance obsolete! We’ve eliminated all 
chains and sprockets! This “all-belt-conveyor” potter is designed for highly efficient potting providing unmatched reliability year after 
year. With heavy-duty motors and gearboxes, the potter has the power and torque to handle virtually any soil mix. Its two-cubic-yard 
galvanized steel hopper provides for longer life and less maintenance. And it’s all-belt operation guarantees potting production won’t 
be hindered by difficult soil that tends to rapidly deteriorate chains and augers. It’s offered in two sizes, standard with a 20.5’ foot long 
potting conveyor, or XL size with an extended 25’ foot long potting conveyor. It can be ordered in either left or right hand operating 
configuration, and with an optional drill/dibbler unit. Features like sealed bearings, self-tracking belts, heavy-duty galvanized and 
powder coated steel construction, help to produce a machine that is both durable and easy to maintain.


